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Short Symphony for Strings
(and Clarinet)  Alan Stringer

Andante  \( \frac{4}{4} \)  \( \frac{3}{4} \)

Violin I (or Clarinet)

Violin II pizz.

Viola pizz.

Cello pizz.

Bass
Almost in the new tempo \( \frac{d}{d'} = 168 \)

Allegro ma non troppo

\[ \text{col arco} \]
A Tempo

-2-

Pass the jazz
Sustained basses, and use tremolo in long lower. In the bass tone in piccato note written and the note on octave bass part. Pianissimo to play the piano is to be used to reinforce the poco rit.
Alto Str"agner

Short String Concerto Short Strings

Violin